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T

he showing of the Spring/Summer 2016 collections
got off to a rousing start at the 79th edition of Pitti
Imagine Bimbo, held in Florence on June 25-27th.
As always, this world-famous trade show presented
a complete overview of children’s fashion on a truly global
basis. All apparel categories were represented in depth
throughout the show’s distinctly different sections, from ultrasophisticated, high end companies at the“ Apartment”section;
to the classic brands seen on the main floor at ” Pitti Bimbo”;
to independent, innovative companies at “New View”; and
the contemporary urban atmosphere of ”Sport Generation”
and “Super Street”. Buyers on a quest for hot new
brands and fresh talent included those from such
American department stores as Barneys, Saks and
Neiman Marcus, as well as international buyers
from Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and fastgrowing younger markets such as Brazil. Show
attendance was increased from last year,
and the general atmosphere was up-beat
and lively.
Some of the new and returning
brands causing excitement at Pitti
were Michael Kors Kids, Little Marc
Jacobs, Chloe, Kenzo and Lili Gaufrette,
whose return showing was especially
welcome. Leon & Marcel, the boy’s
label from Lili Gaufrette, presented
a collection that was hip, cute and
very wearable. Philipp Pleine Enfant,
Roberto Cavalli and Young Versace
featured dazzling, ultra-luxe collections,
while Kenzo showed a fresh and fashionforward new look for the designer’s label.
Italian companies were most widely
represented, especially those excelling in luxury
and special occasion attire. Val Max, Quis Quis
and Mimisol presented some of the loveliest
dresses of the season, styling beautiful silk, linen
and cotton fabrics into almost-couture creations.
Fun & Fun, Byblos, GF Ferre and Gaultier Junior
showcased ambitiously complete sportswear
lines that were among the most popular of the
season. The runway show of Fun & Fun offered
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a great opportunity to see the line put
together in head-to-toe ensembles,
full of clever, trendy kid’s fashion
with a “junior” feel. Highlights of
other runway shows included pretty
lace and jewel -decorated dresses at
Parrot, impeccably tasteful, beautifully
colored collections from Il Gufo, and
an entertaining pirate-themed show
by Philpp Plein. Spanish labels joined
together by the “Children’s Fashion
from Spain” association staged a
very enjoyable, South Americanthemed runway show. The
colorful set décor and lively
music set off vividly colored
collections by Boboli,
Desigual, Mayoral and
others that were among
the best and brightest of
the show.
The FIMI show enjoyed
their second successful
season in the new locale of
Madrid on July 4th-6th. This show
brought together a nice balance of
brands ranging from elegant, finely
hand-decorated silk and linen dresses, to
vibrant, playful sportswear by Boboli and
Tuc Tuc, to the unmistakable, whimsical
collection of Agatha Ruiz de la Prada. The
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expertly choreographed and decorated FIMI runway shows
have become a highly anticipated treat that are attracting a
larger international crowd of attendees each season. Swimwear
FUN & FUN
collections were a highlight of the runways, including excellent
lines of beach attire presented by Oh!Soleil, Jose Varon and
DC Kids. Barcarola showed fresh new nautical looks of stripe
and dot patterns mixed with lace, while Oca Loca and Boboli
showcased bright, multi-patterned sportswear with
a tropical flair.
In Paris, the Playtime show was
a well attended and successful
event. Playtime has firmly
established itself as a place
for cutting-edge design and
trends in children’s fashion. The
majority of the companies presenting
there are small, newer companies
exhibiting a high level of taste and
quality of materials. There were several
trend-setting displays which combined
items from different lines, creating avant
garde outfits grouped into selected
themes. Some well established, larger
AGATHA RUIZ DE LA PRADA
companies selected Playtime as an
important venue to participate
in this season, such as Imps
& Elfs from the Netherlands
and Maan from Belgium.
Maternity clothes, baby
accessories, and organic
clothing collections were
also included at Playtime,
helping to make this show
altogether an important
resource for selective and
sophisticated buyers.
Kleine Fabriek held its
19th edition of “Amsterdam’s
International Children’s Trade
LE PETIT MARCEL
Fair” on July 6th and 7th. The
Spring/Summer 2015 season
w a s
well represented by an
outstanding selection of
apparel
and accessory collections,
many of
whom displayed a uniquely
artistic and
charming Dutch touch. A
c h i l d r e n ’s
book area, several Pop
U
p
s
t
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s
,
trend-spotting lectures
LILI GAUFRETTE
and parades of children
modeling the exhibitor’s
outfits helped to make
this event a well rounded
and very pleasant place to
view the new collections.
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Stand-out lines of innovative
sportswear were seen at Mood Street,
NoNo, Flo, Tumble ‘n Dry and many
more. The Dutch designers particularly
excel at boy’s wear with a rugged
“young men’s” look, which was seen
at strong collections by Retour, Petrol
and GSus Industries, who’s booth had a
Brooklyn-themed display complete with
a real hot-dog stand! Oilily and Room
Seven presented ultra-high level
designs in a beautiful color palette
of mid-bright shades. Jottum’s
lovely line featured special details
such as black lace on white dresses
and dresses with a border print
of a carousel. The nature-inspired
screen printed sportswear of flowers,
birds, and bugs by Wild drew a big
crowd of admirers to their booth at
all times. In general, Kleine Fabriek
is a gem of a show that gets better
each edition—the perfect place for
buyers to complete their seasonal
selections.
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